The carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) is widely used in aircraft and wind turbine blades because of their high strength and low weight. The CFRP is sensitive to impact damage and detecting damages in CFRP is important for ensuring the structural safety. This study is conducted to detect impact damages using eddy current pulsed thermography (ECPT). The impact damages were artificially produced by impact energies of 4 J, 6 J, 8 J and 10 J, respectively. The structural impact damages lead to nonuniform distribution of eddy current in CFRP excited by coil with high frequency alternating current. The eddy current can be represented by heat distribution according to Joule's law. And the damages also influence the transmission of heat in the CFRP. The change of heat is represented by surface temperature recorded in the form of thermal image sequence by IR camera. Then defects are evaluated by analyzing the heat distribution and patterns in thermal images. In addition, due to the 4 J energy is low, the damage size of the CFRP is small and cannot be observed directly from the original thermal images. In order to distinguish the small defects, a multi-resolution statistical analysis method, employing the wavelet transform combined with principal component analysis (PCA), is used to extract the defective characteristics of impact damage. Through this method, the information of thermal images has been improved to distinguish defects and the detectability of impact energy producing damage are also discussed.
Introduction
The carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite can be defined as a combination of two or more materials with different ways. It is widely used in aircraft and wind turbine blades due to their superior characteristics of high strength and low weight [1] . However, the damages of CFRP induced by impact loading [2] significantly impact structural performance, which is a critical issue for defect detection and characterization. Non-destructive detection and evaluation (NDT&E) techniques [3] are widely used for structural integrity assessment during both manufacturing process and in-service operation of CFRP composite components. In previous studies, several NDT&E techniques such as eddy current [4, 5] , X-ray [6] , acoustic emission and microwave have been employed to evaluate CFRP damages. Ultrasonic testing [7, 8] can detect interior defects of materials. But this method is difficult to identify shallow surface breaking defects due to its blind detection area. The microwave [9, 10] methods have high sensitivity for dielectric materials, but it is only for surface defects. However, the impact damages in CFRP include both surface and interior defects. Even there are no distinct defects on the surface under low energy impact, interior micro-defects including plastic deformation may be also induced. Consequently, the integration of multiple NDT&E techniques is increasingly developed to improve detectability of defects.
Eddy current pulsed thermography (ECPT), an emerging integrated NDT&E technique, combines both advantages of pulsed eddy current and thermography. The major advantages of thermography over other techniques is the potential of rapid inspection of a large area within a short time [11] . Through integration of thermography and pulsed eddy current, it enhances the detectability of defects [12] . In ECPT, varied excitation direction can be used to investigate different layers for composite materials. It has been successfully applied to detect cracks with different penetration depths in metallic materials [13, 14] , and cracks, impact damage and delamination of CFRP [15] [16] [17] . Principal component analysis [16] and thermal images processing of optical flow algorithms [17] are applied for ECPT thermal responses for quantitative analysis of a set of composite samples from our EU partner with impact tests of 2 J, 4 J, 6 higher than 4 J are detected. This paper will investigate whether low energy impact damage detection can be detected using ECPT and different signal processing algorithms.
Based on the ECPT, thermal image sequences which can be used to identify defective areas are captured and recorded by infrared camera. The structural characteristics of CFRP specimens are represented by heat distribution in thermal images and the transient thermal image in different time contains different physical effects [18] . So thermal images processing methods are pivotal to extract features of defects. At present, the PCA [19] [20] [21] , ICA [22] , Fourier transform [23] and wavelet transform [24] techniques have been applied in thermal image analysis for defect identification. Marinetti, et al. [25] , compared the efficiency of PCA to thermographic feature extraction by considering the initial sequence as either a set of images or a set of temporal profiles. He, et al. [26] , proposed Tucker decomposition based signal reconstruction to detect and evaluate the impact damage of CFRP. Yang et al. [27] , used wavelet transform to analyze the best thermal image which was selected having the greatest high frequency wavelet energy. The eddy current accumulation area induced by defect can be observed visually by thermal imaging. But the improper selection of thermal images and image processing algorithms will influence the defect identification and NDT&E performance of ECPT.
In this work, a new method combining PCA and wavelet transform is proposed to process thermal image sequences of ECPT for impact damages evaluation of CFRP. And a critical challenge for detecting small defects induced by 4 J low energy impact is discussed with ECPT experiments. Wavelet transform is effective in time, frequency and spatial analysis. It is useful to detect the weak information based on the multi-resolution analysis. But it is not suitable for processing large amounts of data. The PCA method can reduce the dimensionality of datasets and transform the original measured data into new uncorrelated variables. It can improve the ability of detecting the deep defects and micro defects. Integration of PCA and wavelet transform have optimal time-spatial scale feature and make up each other effectively to strengthen the detectability of small impact damage.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The methodology including physical principle of ECPT and integrated thermal images processing approach with wavelet transform and PCA are described in Section 2. The experiments and result analysis with comparison are presented in Section 3. Finally, the conclusion is derived in Section 4.
Methodology

The physical mechanism of ECPT
For conductive materials, the coil with high frequency alternating current will induce eddy current on its surface or depth. The eddy current attenuation aggravates with increasing depth. The depth of the infiltration of eddy current is called the skin depth. The formula is expressed as:
where the f is the frequency of excitation current, r is the electrical conductivity of materials, l is the magnetic permeability of material. According to Joule's law, part of the eddy current will convert into heat energy from electrical energy. The generated heat Q are in direct proportion to eddy current density J s and electric field density E, as follow:
The generated Joule heat will spread inside the material. The propagation equation is as follows:
In the above formula, z is the distance from the surface. Tðz; tÞ represents the temperature of position z at time t. The q, C P and k denote respectively density, thermal capacity and thermal conductivity of material. The system diagram of ECPT in transparent mode is shown in Fig. 1 . The computer is used to control the system and receives the data from the IR camera. When the function generator gets a command from the computer, it makes the induction heater and IR camera work synchronously. The induction heater makes the coil flux high frequency alternating current, which induces eddy current in the sample. When the induced eddy current encounter a discontinuity in the sample, they are forced to divert, leading to regions of increased and decreased eddy current density. According to formula (2) and (3), the sample has been heated by the eddy current and the heat will spread inside the sample. For the crack case, eddy current diversion results in eddy current density increasing at the crack bottom or tips, where higher Joule heat is achieved. Thus, the defect can be identified from a characteristic heat distribution. After the period of eddy current heating, the defect also affects the heat diffusion in the cooling stage. The heat distribution in whole process is recorded by IR camera in the form of thermal images. Then the thermal image sequence containing valuable information is transmitted to computer for further analysis.
The thermal image sequence obtained from IR camera is represented by mathematical model as follow: 
In the formula (4), MðnÞ is the n th frame thermal image. Y i;j ðnÞ represents the temperature in the position of row i and column j in n th frame image. The N is the total frame number and n is between 1 and N.
Feature extraction algorithm
The wavelet transform is a multi-scale analysis and has good localization performance in both time domain and frequency domain to extract effective information from images. Through the wavelet transform, an image has decomposed according to wavelet bases. The bases of two dimensional wavelet transform are shown as follow:
uðx; yÞ ¼ uðxÞuðyÞ; LLðu; vÞ ¼ hf ðx; yÞ; uðx À 2u; y À 2vÞi ð9Þ LHðu; vÞ ¼ hf ðx; yÞ; w
HLðu; vÞ ¼ hf ðx; yÞ; w
HHðu; vÞ ¼ hf ðx; yÞ; w
In order to facilitate the follow-up work, the LL, LH, HL and HH are used to express the four sub-images. The sub-image of LL retains the low frequency information of original image. The subimage HL retains horizontal details. The sub-image LH retains vertical details. And the sub-image HH retains oblique edge details. The sub-image LL can continue to decompose and the multilevel wavelet decomposition is illustrated as Fig. 2 .
The thermal image sequence got from IR camera contain total N images. Each frame image of the sequence is decomposed to total i levels by wavelet transform. Then sub-image sequences of wavelet coefficient are obtained, which are labeled LL(n), HL j (n), LH j (n) and HH j (n) (n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N). The j (j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; i) represents j th level wavelet decomposition.
Through wavelet decomposition, the different scales of image features are achieved. Optimization is required for appropriate mother wavelet and levels and the rules are introduced in Section 2.3. The PCA (principal component analysis) method is used to reduce data dimensions and extract main features. Moreover, the ability of detecting the deep defects and micro defects is improved [29] . An image sequence containing N frames is turned into S frames feature images. The S is far less than N. Using the LL (n) (n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N) as an example, the process is explained.
The LL(n) (n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N) is n frames images sequence and each frame image has n x Â n y pixels. An image sequence is represented as a three-dimensional matrix in mathematics. Firstly, the LL(n) (n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N) is converted into a matrix A. The matrix A has N rows and n x Â n y columns called spatial component, shown as Fig. 3 . Each frame image of the sequence has become a row vector in the matrix. An image sequence is converted to a matrix which can be processed by PCA method.
Then PCA is used. Firstly, build a N Â N matrix W as follow:
As a mean vector, the A mean is a row vector selected from matrix A. The matrix W is converted based on singular value decomposition (SVD). It shows as follow:
In formula (14) , the U is an eigenvector of matrix W. The D is a diagonal matrix. Through the PCA transformation, the original matrix A is converted into a feature matrix with S rows. The feature matrix A p is obtained as follow:
The first principal component (PC) vector describes the direction of maximum variability in the feature space of the original set of data. The next PC, which is orthogonal to the first component, depicts the next most important contribution of the set of data. Each row vector of matrix A p represents a feature image. (1) Using the wavelet transform to process the original image sequence. Each frame original image has decomposed into several sub-images by wavelet and there are several subimage sequences. (2) Using PCA to process each sub-image sequence respectively.
The feature sub-image sequences are obtained and only the first four feature images in each sequence are selected. 
Mother Wavelet selection and decomposing levels
In this study, wavelet transform is utilized to analysis the thermal image sequences. The key to the use of wavelet transform is to look for a proper mother wavelet and to determine the decomposition levels. The principles are summarized as follows. The choice of the proper decomposition level is based on the energy ratio of detail sub-images in two consecutive levels. Let D j be the normalized energy sum of the three detail sub-images at resolution level j, i.e.
(a) (b) And R j denotes the energy ratio of detail sub-images between resolution levels j and jÀ1, i.e.
where J is the maximum decomposition level. The best number of multiresolution level J ⁄ is chosen such that R j is a minimum. In practice, the value of J is generally no more than six. The essence of wavelet decomposition is the separation of low frequency and high frequency information of the image. The minimum value of R j represents that the high frequency components between two consecutive decomposition levels are sufficiently separate in terms of marginal improvement.
Experiment and result analysis
Experiment preparation
The CFRP samples are produced by TenCate Advanced Composites, Netherlands and provided by our EU partner. The CFRP specimen and schematic diagram of impact are shown in Fig. 5 . These plate samples with dimensions of 100 Â 150 mm have 12 layers of 5 HS carbon fiber woven. The polymer matrix is made of Polyphenylene sulphide (PPS). The sample plates have a density of 1460 kg/m3. The impact damages are manufactured in the middle of sample by different energy levels. The 4 J, 6 J, 8 J and 10 J impacts are generated using CEAST FractovisPlus 9350 impaction equipment, with the DAS 16000 data acquisition system and Visual IMPACT analysis software. The impactor is hemi-spherical 22.2 mm in diameter and a mass of 2.04 kg. The impacts were produced under conditions specified by ASTM D7136 at a temperature of 20 ± 10°C.
In this work, an ECPT experimental system is built to verify the proposed algorithm for CFRP impact damages detection. As shown in Fig. 6 , the ECPT system [17] mainly consists of a function generator, induction heater devices, excitation coil, CFRP sample and an IR camera as well as a computer for thermal images processing. A high energy pulsed current excitation with 380 Arms and 256 kHz is produced by the induction heater Easyheat 224 device for coil driven and induction heating. The excitation coil is made of 6.35 mm high-conductivity hollow copper tube, where water cooling is implemented to counteract direct heating of the coil. The coil is designed as a square shape, where a linear conductor is interacted with the sample properties. Considering two operation modes of ECPT test: the reflection mode with the coil and IR camera fixed in the same side of sample, and the transmission mode with the coil and IR camera on two different sides of sample. In this work, the transmission mode is applied in experiments. Because the skin depth of eddy current in CFRP sample is higher than material thickness. An IR camera system Flir SC7500 with a 320 Â 256 array of 1.5-5 lm InSb detector is used to record the temperature variation of the CFRP specimens. The measuring unit of the IR camera is Digital Level (DL). It is superior for further thermal images analysis and identifying defects of specimens. 
Result analysis
As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the temperature variation on the surface of the specimens has two parts, respectively being heating stage and cooling stage. The horizontal axis represents the responding time and the vertical axis represents the thermal amplitude. The heating stage corresponds to heating of eddy current and heat transmission in the physics. And the cooling stage only has heat transmission in physics. Because the distance between the coil and the CFRP samples at different specimens are difference, only some dedicated points are selected and their relationships between transient temperature and impact energy are hard to analyzed and concluded in Fig. 7(a) . The selected pixels for varied impacted samples are front pixels in their impacted zones e.g. spot A in the Fig. 10 . In order to further remove lift-off for different samples and find the relationship with impact energy, the temperature of the image sequence has been normalized. The normalized temperature variation is show as Fig. 7(b) . According to normalized transient temperature variation, it is concluded that the higher the impact energy is, the earlier the maximum temperature reach and faster the temperature decay. Due to the heating time is same for the specimens, which respectively impacted by 4 J, 6 J, 8 J and 10 J energy, they almost have the highest temperature at the same time (around the 75th frame) [27] . The thermal images at this time are chosen for further analysis and shown in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 8 , the uneven distribution of temperature is obvious, where 4 J damage has slightly offset from the impact center. According to the information of thermal images and the theory of ECPT, the defects are detected visibly. In the area of crack defects, the temperature is higher than other areas obviously. Due to the structure of CFRP specimens are damaged by impacting, the distribution of heat becomes non-uniform. The defects disrupt the eddy current and impede the transmission of heat. This phenomenon leads to the heat gathering around defects. The defects in the CFRP specimens are shown as 'highlight spots' in the thermal images. Beside the crack defects, there are some areas shown as 'dark area'. These are delamination caused by hitting. The layer separation impedes the heat transfer between the layers, which led to the heat in the CFRP specimens do not spread from the coil side to IR camera side. So the temperature observed by IR camera is much less than other areas in the same side. In Fig. 8(a) , there are no delamination defects and the 'highlight spots' are not conspicuous. It is difficult to evaluate damages. Because the 4 J impact energy is low, the information of defects is feeble contrasted to non-defective areas. The proposed algorithm is used to extract the weak feature of defects made by 4 J energy. Because the highlight area at the right bottom of thermal image which caused by experimental setting limit will influence analyzing thermal images, just a local area of the thermal images are chosen to further processing for 4 J energy.
The wavelet transform provides the expressive ability of multiresolution to the original images. The phenomenon, which cannot be detected in one resolution, may be detected easily in another resolution. Using the characteristic of wavelet transform, the weak information of smaller damage can be detected in one resolution. Due to a thermal image sequence contains information both in space and time, the way of applying the wavelet transform to these data is a heavy work because of its limitation of image processing which can only work to one image at a time. The PCA is used as an auxiliary of wavelet transform to extract the information of smaller damage and can reduce redundancy by projecting the processed data onto a system of orthogonal components. Through the multiple level processed algorithm proposed, the feature images which can distinguish the defects are obtained.
To ensure the information integrity, the images of 50th frame to 90th frame are selected [17, 27] , which contain both heating stage and cooling stage. The results using the proposed approach above in the Section 2.2 are shown in Fig. 9 . As described in Section 2.3, a biorthogonal wavelet is chosen as the mother wavelet and three consecutive decomposition levels are selected for thermal images processing in this study. The four constructed thermal images are obtained. The first feature image is shown in Fig. 9(a) . It contains the largest weight information of original images. And the irrelevant information of defects are separated in the other feature Fig. 11 . the maximum temperature in the defective area and non-defective area of every specimen. images such as Fig. 9(b)-(d) . So the first feature image is chosen to analyze the defects. As Fig. 10(a) illustrates, there is a thermal track in the oval area. The temperature of the track is obviously higher than other parts. In order to better observe the temperature variation of carbon fiber and matrix in both defective areas and non-defective areas, four points are selected as shown in Fig. 10(a) and the transient temperature curves of these four points are shown as Fig. 10(b) . In the heating stage, the upper points in the protruding area in the textured carbon fiber (point A and point C) have same variation and the lower points in matrix (point B and point D) are same. In the cooling stage, point A and point B which in defective areas finally achieve consistent temperature. Point C and point D which in non-defective areas finally achieve consistent temperature. The temperature in defective areas are respectively higher than non-defective area. Under normal conditions, the temperature of point A and point C in carbon fiber should reach consensus after cooling stage. But the defect influences the heat propagation. It causes the uneven distribution of temperature. In the Fig. 10(b) , the differential temperature is very small. So the different made by crack defects are difficult to detect in the original thermal images. In this work, through the proposed method, the tiny difference is extracted and the thermal track caused by micro crack is detected intuitively.
According to simulation studies [14] , a deeper plastic deformation leads to the large temperature rise during the heating stage at the bottom of crack areas, with a faster temperature decay during the cooling stage. For each specimens impacted respectively by 4 J, 6 J, 8 J and 10 J energy, the maximum temperature at both defective and non-defective areas are shown in Fig. 11 . With the increase in impact energy, the maximum temperature of the defective areas also increases. The temperature at the non-defective area is little difference for every specimens. But at defective area, the maximum temperature of specimen impacted by 4 J energy is much lower than others and there is no delamination in this specimen. Because the heat is proportional to eddy current density following the formula (2), the higher temperature relative to cracks. It is inferred that there is a materials' stress limit of impact energy between 4 J and 6 J. When the impact energy is larger than 4 J, it will generate cracks or delamination defects. On the contrary, the weeny defects or recoverable elastic deformation occur.
Comparative analysis
ECPT was proposed to investigate the defects in CFRP materials. The defects are identified direct from thermal images or using image processing algorithm to improve the identification of defects. For smaller defects, the additional algorithm is necessary to extract the weak information. In this work, the method of wavelet transform combined with PCA is proposed to detect the micro defects made by 4 J energy in CFRP specimen. In this section, The results of proposed method are compared with original images and results of wavelet transform [27] .
The thermal images at different time and pixel energy of images are used to evaluate. As a premise, the compared images are normalized to uniform the dimension of data. The Table 1 shows the original image and sub-images of second and third level got by wavelet decomposition at different time. The 50th frame original image is at the heating stage. The 75th frame original image is at the peak time. And the 90th frame original image is at the cooling stage. The feature image got by the proposed method of this work is shown as Fig. 12(a) . Through a threshold processing, the defects area is shown obviously as Fig. 12(b) . The pixel energy is calculated according to the formula (18):
The a i;j is the value of image at the position of i and j. As illustrated in Fig. 13 , the local energy at defect area and total energy at all area of compared images at different time are calculated. The defect areas are shown in Fig. 12(b) .
According the Table 1 , Figs. 12 and 13, there are some comparative analysis. In the three images of 50th frame, the characteristic of defect is invisible. And at this time, both local and total energy are lower than other time. It means the temperature information is not high enough to reflect defects. In the original image of 75th frame, the thermal track reflecting the defect is observed slightly. Using the wavelet transform to analyze it, the detective effect has improved greatly. The characteristic of defect is discovered at the time of the end of heating stage. And the pixel energy has some increments contrasted with the energy at 50th frame. It is obvious that the energy at 90th frame is the highest shown in Fig. 13 . Observing the images at 90th frame in Table 1 , the thermal track caused by defect also can be detected. But there are many irrelevant information around it. The reason for this phenomenon is the transverse heat transfer until heat balance, which makes the defect information be drowned gradually. Based on the above discussion, the best time to maximize the defect response is the latter part of heating stage to the early part of cooling stage. It is a process of temperature variation to characterize the defect. In this work, the advantage of PCA method is exerted sufficiently. Combined with the wavelet transform, the method is used to extract the weak information of defects contained in a time slot (50th frame to 90th frame in this work). The information of this time slot is converted into several main features through the PCA. The features which are not associated with defects are abandoned and the feature image containing defective information is shown as Fig. 12(a) . So the energy of the feature image is lower than images at 90th frame and has little difference to the energy at 75th frame shown in the Fig. 13 .
To sum up, the wavelet transform is a method for a single moment. Though it has the ability to extract the weak information through the multiresolution analysis, it is unfit for thermal image sequence because the information of defects is represented in a time slot. In this work, making full use of the characteristic of PCA, the wavelet transform has the ability to extract the defective features from the thermal image sequence based on ECPT. This results are also verified by visual inspection using stereomicroscopes in Newcastle University. Fig. 14 illustrates the surface impact damages at different power levels 2 J-10 J, where 2 J sample both surface didn't find visual damages. After 20X amplification, surface impact damage above 4 J in the bottom side are founded. The visual inspection results in Fig. 14 are well corresponding to the ECPT test results in Fig. 8 . Compared with visual inspection, the ECPT and the proposed computation show the detectability of low energy impact damages up to 4 J impact visible damage after thermal images processing with proposed method combining wavelet transform and PCA. Further comparison of different modality measurement and evaluation of same set of samples up to 2 J impact damage including composite plastics [29] is beyond the scope of the paper and will be reported in the future. 
Conclusion
The carbon fiber reinforced polymer is sensitive to impact damage. Even the surface of CFRP specimen has no plastic damage in low impact energy, the interior may also have defects such as crack and fiber fracture which lead to mechanical properties such as compressive strength fallen dramatically. In this paper, ECPT is employed to evaluate impact damage of CFRP induced by different impact energy. It is demonstrated that the ECPT can detect smaller defects in CFRP assisting image processing using appropriate level of wavelet and frames of thermal images. The new method of wavelet transform combining with PCA is proposed to convert high-dimensional original data into several feature images and separates the redundant information. According to the multiresolution analysis property and the reconstruction algorithm of wavelet, smaller defects are more clearly shown in feature images. According to the results of experimental analysis, the method can be applied directly to the detection of impact damage in composite material down to 4 J level. Compared with visual inspection, the proposed approach in this paper demonstrates greater detectability of induction thermography technique to identify smaller internal impact damages of CFRP induced by low energy [28, 29] . Their detectability will depend on not only the NDT&E approach but also composite structure [30] . Further analysis and quantitative studies will be undertaken for more samples.
